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This paper is concerned with estimates for the constant in the logarithmic 
Sobolev inequality. As an application, we show that for the Laguerre semigroup 
with the generator xD2 - (x - 2) D, the logarithmic Sobolev constant a, satislies 
log( 3 + 6/1)/lag 3 6 0~~ < 16 log(3 + 6/L) for 0 < 1< f- and a, = 4 for 4 < I i io. 
c, 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
0 
Let (E, 9, m) be a probability space, let P(t, x. . ) be an m-stationary 
transition probability function and assume that P,f(x) = J f( ~1) P( t, x, dy) 
is symmetric on L,(m). Then {P,: t > 0 > determines a unique strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup of self-adjoint contractions {P, : t > 0) on L,(m). Define 
KL f) = lim,,, ( WNf- PA f)L2cmI forfE L,(m). Then hypercontractivity 
WC) Ilp,llp~y= 1, q-1 1 < p < q < cc for e4”’ 3- 
P-1 
is known to be equivalent to the logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
(LS) s f210gf2dm<d’(f,f)+ llfIl~logllfll~. 
It is known that (LS) implies crp > 2, where ,u = inf{ &(f,f ): (f, 1) = 0 and 
Ilf II2 = 1) is the gap in the spectrum of -2, where A is the generator of 
(P,: l>O}. 
Our aim in this paper is to provide some additional information about c(. 
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1 
In this section we assume that E is either the real line or the positive 
open half line and that dm = ePU’-” dx with u real. 
THEORI.M I. Assume that (LS) holds and that 
t (A f) = (f ‘, .f’),, for f in C’(E) having compact support, 
M ‘here dp = ve -~ U dx and u 2 0, 
t.iere is a constant K such that luju’l < Klxl for large 1x1, 
im ,.y, _ ~ (u’)‘v/u 6 a, where 0 < a < ‘Y),. 
Then c( > 4/a. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Proqf: Since (2) and (3) depend only on Ix it is sufficient to discuss 
E = (0, cc ). Replace f in (LS ) by ge”:‘, where g is in Ci( E) and has compact 
support. Then, writing j$ . . . dx as j one has 
s g~,g~-(jg~)log(jg2)-I(ju~vpp.+jg~~v) 
6 ug' j ( CI (u’)‘v ---I. 4 u > 
It sufIice~ to construct a sequence g, such that supp g, c [n, 2n], J ugi = 1 
and such that the left side of the last inequality goes to zero, because by (3) 
the inequality yields in the limit 
O<(cr/4)(a+E)- 1 for any E > 0. 
First o xerve that by (2) u’(x) # 0 for large x and since jc e-” dx = 1 we 
must have u’(s) > 0 for large x. So u is increasing for large x and u(x) + cc 
as x + fx . Now choose a nonnegative function h in C’( - x8, ccj ) with sup- 
port in [ 3, l] such that fh h(x)’ d,x = 1. Define 
g,(x)= (n u(x))-“‘h y . 
( > 
Then g,, is well defined for sufficiently large n and has support in [n, 2n]. 
Moreover f u gz = 1. Furthermore when n is sufficiently large so that u is 
positive ;md increasing on [n, a) one has the estimates 
ItA x G VII ,(nO)) m”2 
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By (2) and (3), [u’(x) t(x)1 6 2aKx and u’(.u)2~(.u)/u(.~) 6 2a for large I. So 
for large n 
G Il40 IM’II 3c ~+ullhll:Mw’. 
Integrating over the support of g,, gives, for some constant C, 
which goes to zero as n + ocj. Similarly, using u(x)/u(s) 6 2aK’x’/u(.u) for 
large x, which follows from (2) and (3), one shows that J (g:,)% 6 
const/u(n), which converges to zero. Now j gf, 6 l/u(n) for large n, so 
(j gi) log 1 gi tends to zero. Finally, if u’(x) > 0 for x > x0 > 1 then the 
inequality x - ’ 6 Ku’(x)/u(x), which is (2), yields, upon integration from so 
to x and then division by u(x). 
O<lnx <Klnu(x)+const+O 
‘u(.u)’ 
- - 
4-u) u(x) 
as .x+,x. 
But 
s 
% 
g,,(x)2 log g,,(x)’ ds 
0 
s 
’ h’(z) 
= 0 nu(K+n) log 
h’(z) nd- 
nu( nz + n) 3 ” 
-’ h2(z) zz J 0 u(nz+n) log[~(~~n)]d~-j~h’(l)~(~~n)d;, 
which goes to zero as n -+ ‘X because both integrands converge to zero 
uniformly in 2. This concludes the proof. 
Observe that for the,Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with - 2 = 
- D2 + xD, u =x2/2 + In J27t and t’ = 1. Hence, in this case, the preceding 
lower bound is sharp. 
No we show how Theorem 1 can be applied to the Laguerre semigroup 
(Pf) with 
A”= - [xD’-(.u-I.) D] on CO, a ), O<l<cc 
and dm,= (?c”~‘ir(i.))e~-‘ds=e~“‘-“. 
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One c recks 
(Atf, .f >,; = +y (f’,.f’>m,+,, 
i.e., & =: .vePu and thus L’ = x. The following theorem generalizes [S], 
where the case A= 1 was proved. 
THEOREM 2. The Sobolev constant for A” is 4 provided i < il d m. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, I;( 2 4. To show the reverse inequality observe 
that for 
-A”=L=xD*-(x-i) D 
f(.fi f,=iLf’-fLf =xf’Z 
and after, some calculations, 
whence 
r*(f,f)amf,f) whenever A > 4, 
therefort by the Bakry-Emery criterion [ 1 ] a d 4. 
It is noteworthy to observe that a ~4 can be obtained for I =n/2, 
n = 1. 2,..., by applying (4) and Nelson’s result for the Hermite semigroup 
to spherically symmetric functions in R”. On the other hand, as we will 
show later on, a;. --f CC as A + 0. 
2 
In th,s section we estimate a from both sides. We will assume that 
P( r, x, dv) = p(t, x, +r) m(dq’). Using an idea of Glimm’s [3], Stroock has 
shown ( xivate communication) the following theorem, which will be useful 
in findirg estimates for tx from above. 
THEOI:EM 3 (Stroock). If IIP,,,II,,,QM, and IIP,f- (f)l12< 
ePLlrllfll ,, t>O, where M,< ~1; then ilPT112+4= 1 for Ta T,, where 
bcith fl > 0 solving 
T, = & log( 3 + 20)’ 
(3+28)2=(M,eP’o)4(1 + l/(3). 
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Proqf: Set a=(f), g=f-a, g,=P,g. Then lIP,fll~=a4+4a3(1, g,) 
+ 6~~0, gf) + 4a<l, gj) + (1, g:‘> = a4 + 6~211g,ll: + 4allg,ll:+ 
IIglll~~~4+~~211g,ll~+~~llg,ll~lIg,ll~+ IIg,lIi so appbng 4~llg,llzllg,II~~ 
4~~811 g,ll: + ( l/e)ll g,JI i one obtains 
~~4+2~*(3+2e)iig,11~+(1 + wikiii 
and by assumption 
<u4+2a2(3+28)e~‘~‘IIgll:+(l + l/e)(M,e”~“)4e-4~‘ljgll~, 
whence for t 2 T, 
<(a’+ llm2= llfll;, 
which concludes the proof. 
We begin with the characterization of (HC). 
THEOREM 4. Let p( T, X, y) E L,(m x m) for some T> 0 and assume that 
1 is the only function satisfying 11 = 0. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (P,) is WC); 
(ii) 1 IlP,f,,Jj< cc for every ONB (f,,) in L,(m) for sufficientfy 
large t; 
(iii) sup, IJP,dnl14< CC for normalized eigenfunctions (4,) of A, for 
sufficiently large t; 
(iv) p(f, .Y, y) E L,(m x m) for sufficiently large t. 
ProofI (i)=(ii). Take t= T+ T,, where IJP.,I/,,,= 1; then 
because p E L,(m x m) implies that P, is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(ii) * (iii). Obvious. 
(iii) = (iv). Since p(t, x, v) = C e-%‘d,(.u) d,(y), where (p,, d,,) are the 
corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of -A, therefore 
(iv)*(i). SincefEL,(m) 
IIP,fll4G IIP(4 -x3 Y)ll4llfllr and lIprf- (f )I12~e~‘W2, 
where p is the mass gap of -A; therefore (i) follows from Theorem 3. 
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Another consequence of the above is IIp(t, X, y)IId -+ 1 as t -+ cc, which is 
readily seen by combining (5) and (ii) to get (Ip(8t, x, JJ)\~~ <
IIPzrll&~ 1 + o(t)), where o(t) -+ 0 as t + cr3’. 
THEOI.EM 5. Let (P,) be (HC). Then 
QoC4T0+~log(max(2M,,4)), (6) 
where ll~3r0112 -4 d M,, CJ is the ground state and p it’s eigenvalue. Moreover 
if (4’ ) # 0 then the left inequality is strict. 
Proof Takef=a+& aER, p=2, q=4, edr”=3 in (HC). Then one 
has 
2a2(3. 3-Il:zlW _ 1 ) + 4a3’3’4)v (4’) + 3-‘%j4) - 1 GO, (7) 
which i nplies 6 of the left-hand side. If (4’) # 0 then (7) necessarily 
implies crp > 2. whence if 2 < clp = log3(44) it would imply for, a E R, 
a’(3/(#‘)“‘- 1)+2a((d3)/(d4)3.!4)<0 with 3/($4)‘12- 1 <O, which is 
a contr:.diction because ( #4)3;2 times the discriminant equals 
On the other hand it is known [6, p. 1821 that c( 64T provided 
II Prll2 - 4 = 1, whence applying Theorem 3 with T= T, and replacing M0 
by max:M,, 2) one gets 
c( <-- log 
[ 
(max(M,, 2) ePro)4 
11 ( 11 1 + f $4T0+zlog (max(2M,, 4)) 
because then 0 solving (3 + 28)’ = (max(M,, 2) eA1Tu)4( 1 + l/O) is greater 
than 1. Now we return to the Laguerre semigroup for 0 < ,I< 4. 
Note that 
since p.=p=l; then by(6) 
max (2, “L”;‘) dccj.. 
Thus 2 ‘mass gap becomes a poor estimate for tl;. as 110. 
In the remaining part of our analysis we show that czj. can be controlled 
from tt e above by log(3 + 6/1) = log(d’). 
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The idea is to find T, in (6). First observe that (Pf ) has the kernel (Fein- 
silver [2, p. 431) 
PA(t,.x,y)=(l-e-‘))“exp 
1 
-(x+y)& $i +VJ 1 ( e 
--I 
(1 -e-r)2 > 
with 
hCx)=~ 
Y 
n!A(l+ l).*.(A+n- 1)’ 
Using c (x”/n!)’ < e2.r, 1 + (x/A) ezr < e2-“’ + 2ii.) and Schwarz inequality 
one gets 
whence 
1 
> 
2 
M4 = IIP;.(r, x, y,II”, d ( 1 - e-r)4” 
,-4E.r+46(1+2Llm(~~) , (8) 
where c=e-‘/l -em’, 6=emrJ2/(1 -e-‘). 
Take T, solving e - To’1 = l/8( I+ 2/i); then due to the inequality l/a < 
(a-d-/14) one has 
4&-44S l-2 a-; 
( > A 
so by (8) and O<A<+ 
Finally taking M, = 2, p = 1 in (6 ), 
Combining the above with Theorem 2 we obtain 
THEOREM 6. The Soboletl constant for the Laguerre semigroup with 
0 -=I i < 4 satisfies the inequalities 
The idea of trying to get upper estimates for CI in terms of the ground 
state 4 was suggested to the author by D. Stroock; however, in general the 
problem seems to be open. 
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